Kinder Morgan Energy Partners' Tennessee Gas Pipeline is a 13,900-mile pipeline that transports natural gas from supply areas in Louisiana, the Gulf of Mexico, South Texas and Appalachia to markets in the Northeast, Midwest, and Southeast areas of the United States as well as Canada and Mexico. With 90 BCF of storage capacity, access to several major supply areas, and the ability to serve multiple markets in the US and abroad, Tennessee Gas Pipeline is exceptionally well positioned to meet the demands of our customers both now and in the future.

**Services Include:**

- Firm Transportation: FT-A
- Firm Transportation: FT-A – Replacement Shipper
- Firm Transportation: FT-G
- Firm Transportation: FT-G – Replacement Shipper
- Firm Transportation: FT-GS
- Firm Transportation: FT-BH
- Firm Transportation: FT-BH – Replacement Shipper
- Firm Transportation Incremental Lateral: FT-IL
- Firm Transportation Incremental Lateral: FT-IL – Replacement Shipper
- Interruptible Transportation: IT
- Park and Loan Services: PAL
- PTR Transportation Services: PTR
- Firm Gas Storage Contract: FS
- Firm Gas Storage Contract: FS – Replacement Shipper
- Interruptible Gas Storage Contract: IS
- Supply Aggregation Service Agreement: SA